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Atlantis
Against impossible odds, the last survivors of the human race have created a new
home on a planet far from Earth. But everything is not as it seems - and they will
end up facing their greatest challenge yet. The conclusion to the Long Winter
trilogy. Can humanity survive on a new world? The last survivors of the human race
escaped a ruined Earth. Their new homeworld - Eos - seemed perfect at first.
Warm. Hospitable. Safe from the grid. But everything isn't as it seems. The first
colony of settlers have disappeared. Their settlement is still there, but everyone is
gone. As Dr James Sinclair digs into the mystery of the lost colony, he discovers a
series of spheres, buried on Eos. Are they the key to finding the lost colonists? Or
are they responsible for their deaths? Just as James is unraveling the secrets of the
spheres, a storm hits Jericho City. Emma, recently elected mayor, struggles to lead
her people to safety while James tries to make his way home. In the middle of the
chaos, a new danger emerges - a threat no one saw coming. With time running out
to save the colonists, James and Emma will face their hardest choice yet in the final
pulse-pounding instalment in the Long Winter trilogy.

Dog-Eared Delinquent
When an undersea race known as the Dark Ones launches a nuclear missile from
within the Bermuda Triangle that threatens to destroy humanity, former Green
Beret Eric Dane leads a team into the uncharted depths of the ocean to confront an
ancient enemy. Original.

Raising Atlantis
EXTINCTION BECKONS. A pandemic unlike any before it is sweeping the globe.
Nearly a billion people are already dead - and those the Plague doesn't kill, it
transforms at the genetic level. As chaos engulfs the world, the Immari emerge. A
clandestine cabal that has spent millennia planning for this moment, the Immari
want the Plague to run its course, envisioning a world populated by genetically
superior survivors - survivors they can control for their own purposes With the fate
of the world hanging in the balance, geneticist Kate Warner searches for a cure to
the Plague. Her journey takes her across the new wastelands of Europe and
northern Africa, but it's her research into the past that takes her where she never
expected to go
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Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea
THE ATLANTIS GENE: Off the coast of Antarctica, a research vessel discovers a
mysterious structure buried deep within an iceberg. Entombed for thousands of
years, it can't possibly be man-made The countdown to extinction has begun. THE
ATLANTIS PLAGUE: A pandemic unlike any before it is sweeping the globe. Nearly
one billion people are dead - and those the Plague doesn't kill, it transforms at the
genetic level. Geneticist Kate Warner's search for answers will take her deep into
the past. THE ATLANTIS WORLD: Time has almost run out. The human race is
shattered and in no state to face the new catastrophe that is even now engulfing
the planet. But then, from deep space, a signal. A signal that will lead mankind into
a war that has raged for countless millennia, a war that will reveal an enemy
beyond imagination and the true nature of the Atlantis Gene.

Orbus
From T.A. Barron, the New York Times bestselling author of the Merlin Saga, comes
a new fantasy world about the origins of Atlantis, perfect for fans of The Lord of the
Rings, Eragon, The Beyonders and Percy Jackson and the Olympians. In a magical
land called Ellegandia, a young boy named Promi scrapes by, stealing pies, cakes
and sweets to survive. But little does he know that his country is a pawn in an agesold war between good and evil, battled both in the spirit realm and in the human
world. Harboring secrets of his own, Promi teams up with a courageous girl named
Atlanta and the two vow to save their land—and each other—no matter the cost.
But their vow has greater repercussions than they ever could imagine—in fact, it
may just bring about the creation of Atlantis, an island cut off from the rest of the
world, where magic reigns supreme. With his trademark action, adventure, and
poignancy,master of fantasy, T.A. Barron explores a new mythology—the origin of
the legendary isle of Atlantis. This book is perfect for fans of Rick Riordan, Brandon
Mull, Christopher Paolini and, of course, T. A. Barron’s Merlin Saga. Praise for T. A.
Barron’s novels: “Brilliant, significant, and illuminating . . . an intense and
profoundly spiritual adventure.”—Lloyd Alexander “A crescendo of
miracles.”—Madeleine L’Engle “Interesting and august . . . compelling.”—The New
York Times “In the best tradition . . . classic.”—Parents Magazine

Atlantis
"Quinn Colson returns to take down a criminal syndicate that has ravaged his
community, threatened his family, and tried to have him killed"--

Atlantis Found (A Dirk Pitt Novel)
Geneticist Kate Warner and counter-terrorism agent David Vale have prevented a
fierce plague from wiping out humanity - but the struggle to survive is far from
over.

The Atlantis Blueprint
What, exactly, makes us afraid? Is it monsters, gore, the unknown? Perhaps it’s a
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biblical sense of malice, lurking unnoticed in the corners of horror films. Holy Writ
attempts to ward off aliens, ghosts, witches, psychopaths and demons, yet it often
becomes a source of evil itself. Looking first at Psycho (1960) and continuing
through 2017, this book analyzes the starring and supporting roles of the Good
Book in horror films, monster movies and thrillers to discover why it incites such
fear. In a culture with high biblical awareness and low biblical literacy, horrific
portrayals can greatly influence an audience’s canonical beliefs.

The Search for Hidden, Sacred Knowledge
Marine explorer Dirk Pitt faces off against an elite army from an era gone-by in
order to uncover the secrets of an ancient civilization in this #1 New York Timesbestselling series. A group of anthropologists uncover strange inscriptions on the
wall of a Colorado mine just as an explosion traps them deep within the earth. But
their work won’t stay buried long. Dirk Pitt is on hand during the blast and quick to
initiate a rescue operation. He is then tapped to lead a research crew on behalf of
the U.S. National Underwater and Marine Agency to further study these uncanny
artifacts. And that’s when his ship is set upon and nearly sunk by an
impossibility—a vessel that should have died 56 years before. Clearly, another
group knows about the relics of this long-forgotten but highly-advanced seafaring
culture. And they’ll stop at nothing to keep the rest of the world in the dark.

Point Blank
"reads like a superior collaboration between Dan Brown and Michael Crichton." The Guardian Review of PANDEMIC published June 8, 2018 From A.G. Riddle, the
worldwide bestselling author with OVER 3 MILLION COPIES SOLD, comes a novel
that will change everything you think you know about pandemics. And may just
save your life.

Genome
Many of us lived previous lives as keepers of sacred knowledge that was taught in
the ancient mystery schools. Much of this knowledge was lost through time due to
disasters and destruction or death. The knowledge was reserved for a select few
who devoted their lives to understanding and teaching it.

Atlantis Rising
A princess fights a faceless enemy in a forest filled with magic in this tale of “highstyle fantasy and adventure” from the author of Dealing with Dragons (The New
York Times). Trouble is brewing in Alkyra. While the kingdom’s noblemen squabble,
on their borders an ancient enemy, the Lithmern, raises an army. As the head of
the Noble House of Brenn attempts to organize an alliance, the princess Alethia
celebrates her twentieth birthday. She is a remarkable woman: quick-witted,
beautiful, and handy with a throwing knife. But on the next night, she passes
through a dark corridor on her way to the banquet hall, and never emerges from
the shadows. The Lithmern have kidnapped the princess. When Alethia regains
consciousness, an evil Lithmern with a face made of shadows is carrying her
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through the forest. These are magic woods, home to fabled creatures whose
existence she has always doubted. To find her way home, Alethia will have to learn
to trust in the old tales, whose legends of magic and daring hold the only hope of
saving her kingdom.

Holy Horror
Dayfall
Alex Rider will soon be a star in his very own TV series! Alex Rider is an orphan
turned teen superspy who's saving the world one mission at a time--from #1 New
York Times bestselling author! When an investigation into a series of mysterious
deaths leads agents to an elite prep school for rebellious kids, MI6 assigns Alex
Rider to the case. Before he knows it, Alex is hanging out with the sons of the rich
and powerful, and something feels wrong. These former juvenile delinquents have
turned well-behaved, studious--and identical--overnight. It's up to Alex to find out
who is masterminding this nefarious plot, before they find him. From the author of
Magpie Murders and Moriarty.

The Lost Empire of Atlantis
A spellbinding blend of history and science, scholarship and speculation, this
landmark work presents startling new evidence that traces archaeology's most
enduring mysteries back to the lost civilization of Atlantis. The Great Pyramid.
Stonehenge. Machu Picchu. For centuries, these and other sacred sites have
inspired wonder among those who ponder their origins. Conventional science tells
us they were constructed by local peoples working with the primitive tools of a
fledgling civilization. But these megaliths nonetheless continue to attract pilgrims,
scholars, and adventurers drawn by the possibility that their true spiritual and
technological secrets remain hidden. Who could have built these elaborate
monuments? How did they do it? And what were their incomprehensible efforts and
sacrifices designed to accomplish? Now comes a revolutionary theory that
connects these mysteries to reveal a hidden global pattern -- the ancient work of
an advanced civilization whose warnings of planetary cataclysm now reverberate
across one hundred millennia. International bestselling author Colin Wilson and
Canadian researcher Rand Flem-Ath join forces to share startling evidence of a
fiercely intelligent society dating back as much as 100,000 years -- one that sailed
the oceans of the world, building monuments to preserve and communicate its
remarkable wisdom. The Atlantis Blueprint is their term for a sophisticated network
of connections between these sacred sites that they trace to Atlantis: a
sophisticated maritime society that charted the globe from its home base in
Antarctica until it was obliterated by the devastating global changes it anticipated
but could not escape. Here is adventure to realms beyond our imaginings to
shifting poles, changing latitudes into the world of ancient mariners who recharted
the globe to astonishing discoveries about our ancestors. Here are the great
mysteries the incredibly complex geography of the Temple of Luxor the startling
sophistication of Egyptian science and math and tantalizing similarities among the
Hebrew, Greek, and Mayan alphabets to the Chinese lunar zodiac. The Atlantis
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Blueprint opens up a Pandora's box of ancient mysteries, lost worlds, and
millennial riddles. It is a story as controversial, fascinating, dangerous -- and
inspiring -- as any ever told. From the Hardcover edition.

The Atlantis World
FEAR THE DAY In the near future, patches of the northern hemisphere have been
shrouded in years of darkness from a nuclear winter, and the water level has risen
in the North Atlantic. The island of Manhattan has lost its outer edges to flooding
and is now ringed by a large seawall. The darkness and isolation have allowed
crime and sin to thrive in the never-ending shadows of the once great city, and
when the sun finally begins to reappear, everything gets worse. A serial killer cuts
a bloody swath across the city during the initial periods of daylight, and a violent
panic sweeps through crowds on the streets. The Manhattan police, riddled with
corruption and apathy, are at a loss. That's when the Mayor recruits Jon Phillips, a
small-town Pennsylvania cop who had just single-handedly stopped a high-profile
serial killer in his own area, and flies him into the insanity of this new New York
City. The young detective is partnered with a shady older cop and begins to
investigate the crimes amidst the vagaries of a twenty-four hour nightlife he has
never experienced before. Soon realizing that he was chosen for reasons other
than what he was told, Jon is left with no one to trust and forced to go on the run in
the dark streets, and below them in the maze of the underground. Against all odds
he still hopes that he can save his own life, the woman of his dreams, and maybe
even the whole city before the arrival of the mysterious and dreaded event that
has come to be known as. DAYFALL. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Atlantis Plague
Read the second book in The Long Winter trilogy! We thought the war was over.
We were wrong.

The Lucifer Code
Facts collide with fiction in the pulse-pounding sequel to the highly praised The
Alexander Cipher, featuring archaeologist Daniel Knox. THE EXODUS QUEST On the
trail of the lost Dead Sea Scrolls, archaeologist Daniel Knox stumbles upon a theft
in progress at an ancient temple near Alexandria. Then a senior Egyptian
archaeologist is violently killed, and the finger of suspicion points at Knox himself.
To add to his mounting worries, his partner Gaille Bonnard is kidnapped while
showing a television crew around the ruins of Amarna. She manages to smuggle
out a message, pleading with Knox to rescue her, but he's locked in a police cell on
suspicion of murder hundreds of miles away. His only hope of clearing his name
and saving Gaille is to crack one of the greatest unsolved mysteries of the ancient
worldbefore it's too late.

Ian Fleming's Inspiration
James Bond is possibly the most well known fictional character in history. What
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most people don’t know is that almost all of the characters, plots and gadgets
come from the real life experiences of Bond’s creator - Commander Ian Fleming. In
this book, we go through the plots of Fleming’s novels explaining the real life
experiences that inspired them. The reader is taken on a journey through
Fleming’s direct involvement in World War II intelligence and how this translated
through his typewriter into James Bond’s world, as well as the many other factors
of Fleming’s life which were also taken as inspiration. Most notably, the friends who
Fleming kept, among whom were Noel Coward and Randolph Churchill and the
influential people he would mingle with, British Prime Ministers and American
Presidents. Bond is known for his exotic travel, most notably to the island of
Jamaica, where Fleming spent much of his life. The desk in his Caribbean house,
Goldeneye, was also where his life experiences would be put onto paper in the
guise of James Bond. As the island was highly influential for Fleming, it features
heavily in this book, offering an element of escapism to the reader, with tales of a
clear blue sea, Caribbean climate and island socialising. Ian Fleming might have
died prematurely aged 53, but so much of him lives on to this day through the
most famous spy in the world, James Bond.

Kafka on the Shore
The Solar War
A compelling new portrait of the lost realm of Lemuria, the original motherland of
humanity • Contains the most extensive and up-to-date archaeological research on
Lemuria • Reveals a lost, ancient technology in some respects more advanced
than modern science • Provides evidence that the perennial philosophies have
their origin in Lemurian culture Before the Indonesian tsunami or Hurricane
Katrina’s destruction of New Orleans, there was the destruction of Lemuria. Oral
tradition in Polynesia recounts the story of a splendid kingdom that was carried to
the bottom of the sea by a mighty “warrior wave”--a tsunami. This lost realm has
been cited in numerous other indigenous traditions, spanning the globe from
Australia to Asia to the coasts of both South and North America. It was known as
Lemuria or Mu, a vast realm of islands and archipelagoes that once sprawled
across the Pacific Ocean. Relying on 10 years of research and extensive travel,
Frank Joseph offers a compelling picture of this motherland of humanity, which he
suggests was the original Garden of Eden. Using recent deep-sea archaeological
finds, enigmatic glyphs and symbols, and ancient records shared by cultures
divided by great distances that document the story of this sunken world, Joseph
painstakingly re-creates a picture of this civilization in which people lived in rare
harmony and possessed a sophisticated technology that allowed them to harness
the weather, defy gravity, and conduct genetic investigations far beyond what is
possible today. When disaster struck Lemuria, the survivors made their way to
other parts of the world, incorporating their scientific and mystical skills into the
existing cultures of Asia, Polynesia, and the Americas. Totem poles of the Pacific
Northwest, architecture in China, the colossal stone statues on Easter Island, and
even the perennial philosophies all reveal their kinship to this now-vanished
civilization.
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Pillars of Atlantis
The New York Times Bestseller! The author of Turn Right at Machu Picchu travels
the globe in search of the world’s most famous lost city. “Adventurous, inquisitive
and mirthful, Mark Adams gamely sifts through the eons of rumor, science, and
lore to find a place that, in the end, seems startlingly real indeed.”—Hampton
Sides A few years ago, Mark Adams made a strange discovery: Far from alien
conspiracy theories and other pop culture myths, everything we know about the
legendary lost city of Atlantis comes from the work of one man, the Greek
philosopher Plato. Stranger still: Adams learned there is an entire global subculture of amateur explorers who are still actively and obsessively searching for
this sunken city, based entirely on Plato’s detailed clues. What Adams didn’t
realize was that Atlantis is kind of like a virus—and he’d been exposed. In Meet Me
in Atlantis, Adams racks up frequent-flier miles tracking down these Atlantis
obsessives, trying to determine why they believe it's possible to find the world's
most famous lost city—and whether any of their theories could prove or disprove
its existence. The result is a classic quest that takes readers to fascinating
locations to meet irresistible characters; and a deep, often humorous look at the
human longing to rediscover a lost world.

The Lost Colony
One of This Year’s Hottest New YA Series — Goodreads When the world doesn't
want you to be who you are, you must become more yourself than you knew you
could be. London. 1789. More than anything in the world, Wendy Darling wants to
be the captain of a ship, but women aren't allowed in the Royal Navy. When she
learns the Home Office is accepting a handful of women into its ranks, she jumps
at the chance, joining the fight against the most formidable threat England has
ever faced. Magic. But the secret service isn’t exactly what she hoped.
Accompanied by a reimagined cast of the original Peter Pan, Wendy soon discovers
that her dreams are as far away as ever, that choosing sides isn’t as simple as she
thought, and that the only man who isn't blinded by her gender might be her
nation's greatest enemy. Praise for The Wendy, by Erin Michelle Sky & Steven
Brown: “All the markings of a classic captivating and delightful.” — Lydia Sherrer,
USA TODAY Bestselling Author of Love, Lies & Hocus Pocus “This is a strong
retelling of Peter Pan, with an empowered female protagonist who carves her own
path. Wendy’s sharp wit is truly impressive.” — School Library Journal “From page
one right up to the end, The Wendy held me enthralled.” — Readers’ Favorite
"WOW! Just WOW! I think this is my favorite book of 2018 so far! It was amazing,
amazing, amazing. – E.J. Hill, Letters to You "(P)ick it up and begin a great
adventure! I DARE YOU!!! If you think you know the story of Wendy, Peter Pan and
the Lost Boys, you will find that you never did, until now! You will not regret the
time you give to this most entertaining tale of Peter, Windy and all of the others,
from Captain "Hook" to Smee, to Nana and the lads. Five stars is not enough!
Straight on until morning!!! – Caius Fabius, Goodreads Fans of Brigid Kemmerer's A
Curse So Dark and Lonely, Gena Showalter's The Evil Queen and Leigh Bardugo's
Shadow and Bone will love the rip-rollicking adventure, fantasy and historical
elements of The Tales of the Wendy by Dragon Authors Steven Brown and Erin
Michelle Sky.
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The Exodus Quest
WILL DEADLY SECRETS STAY CONCEALED? Old Captain Orbus commandeered a
ship to flee Spatterjay, desperate to escape the violent planet. Orbus’s alien
enemy, the Prador Vrell, is also moving on. The Spatterjay virus mutated him into
something even more dangerous. And he’s hunting the Prador King himself – who
sought to kill him, to bury the secret of their similar transformations. Orbus and
Vrell clash in the Graveyard, a lawless zone where the Prador have seized a key
space station. Official action by humanity or Prador would end peace, as a
centuries-long cold war simmers. So Earth commands Orbus to destroy the station,
even as the King recruits a monster to exterminate Vrell. But their actions will
awaken an intelligence that annihilated civilizations, as it stirs after five million
years . . .

Fragments
They arrived decades ago--undetected.When they emerged from hiding, the world
plunged into darkness.Meet humanity's last line of defense--The Centurions.The
New Earth Order (NEO), led by business tycoon Damien Grey, marches against the
last vestiges of humanity with a genetically and technologically advanced army.
Lured by promises of power and wealth beyond imagination, he has conspired with
a sinister alien race to enslave the remaining population and administer Earth as
an alien resource colony. With the southern hemisphere conquered, NEO turns
north to crush NATO forces assembled under a new international protectorate,
AEGIS. Undaunted by the overwhelming alien advance, military leaders prepare to
implement an all or nothing gamble to turn the tide against NEO--THE CENTURION
CODE. Uploaded to AEGIS soldiers through neural laces, the Centurion Code has
the potential to even the odds against the genetically superior, NEO army--but at
an unthinkable cost The CENTURION CODE is hardcore military science fiction at its
brutal best.

Atlantis
Everyone has heard that the once-great island of Atlantis was destroyed . . . but
who can tell you how it was created? The thrilling conclusion to the Atlantis trilogy
by New York Times bestselling author T.A. Barron! The veil between the Spirit
Realm and the mortal world has fallen, and the evil lord Narkazan is primed to
claim the magical Starstone for himself once and for all. But when tragedy befalls
Promi's newly reunited family, he knows that he can't let Narkazan ruin everything
his parents held dear. With his friends beside him, Promi battles Narkazan in the
Spirit Realm, to ensure that the Starstone remains safe from Narkazan's mortal
followers. But how far will Promi have to go to keep the world and the people he
loves safe? This action-packed conclusion to the Atlantis trilogy will have readers
railing against fate as they say goodbye to their beloved magical island. Praise for
Atlantis Lost: "Good and evil contrast starkly in this lush fantasy world populated
with unicorns, wind lions, wyverns, dragons, mistwraiths, and human folk."--VOYA
Praise for Atlantis in Peril: "Barron's trademark fast-paced action with a twist of
humor will pull readers along."--School Library Journal Praise for Atlantis Rising: "An
inventive and entertaining story."--Publishers Weekly "Fans of Barron's many books
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about Merlin will find much to enjoy here, as will those who loved of Rick Riordan's
"Percy Jackson" books."--School Library Journal "A fun, thrill ride of an adventure,
this should be a big hit with fans of Barron, Paolini, and Riordan."--VOYA

Christ in Egypt
This comparative religion book contains a startling perspective of the extraordinary
history of the Egyptian religion and its profound influence upon the later Christian
faith. The text demonstrates that the popular god Horus and Jesus possessed many
characteristics and attributes in common.

Shadow Magic
“Tremendous. This guy has done history like you would not believe.” —Glenn Beck
The secrets of history’s most enduring mystery are finally revealed in The Lost
Empire of Atlantis. Through impeccable research and intelligent speculation, Gavin
Menzies, the New York Times bestselling author of 1421, uncovers the truth behind
the mysterious “lost” city of Atlantis—making the startling claim that the
“Atlanteans” discovered America 4,000 years ago and ruled a vast Mediterranean
empire that was violently destroyed in 1,500 BC. Forget everything you’ve ever
thought about the Atlantis legend—Gavin Menzies will make you a believer!

Lost Souls
A team of psychologists has gathered in a small college town to conduct a
revolutionary experiment: To find five "savants" with extreme and diverse
aptitudes, in order to create a sixth composite intelligence using new cybernetic
technology. The first experiments show promise, but a terrifying secret from the
past will transform the project in ways the researchers never anticipated--and
infect the newborn intelligence with a catastrophic thirst for vengeance. "Its
thought-provoking subject notwithstanding, David's tale is an action-packed nobrainer full of guilty pleasures for even the most cerebral reader." - Publishers
Weekly At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Memoirs of a Gothic Soul
Kafka on the Shore displays one of the world’s great storytellers at the peak of his
powers. Here we meet a teenage boy, Kafka Tamura, who is on the run, and
Nakata, an aging simpleton who is drawn to Kafka for reasons that he cannot
fathom. As their paths converge, acclaimed author Haruki Murakami enfolds
readers in a world where cats talk, fish fall from the sky, and spirits slip out of their
bodies to make love or commit murder, in what is a truly remarkable journey.

Atlantis Lost
Pandemic
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Experience the first “outrageous adventure with a wild dose of the supernatural”
(Clive Cussler, New York Times bestselling author) in the New York Times
bestselling Atlantis trilogy, following archeologist Conrad Yeats, his father, and
linguist Serena Serghetti as they search for the lost city of Atlantis. During a top
secret dig in Antarctica, the United States government discovers a stunning and
ancient secret: the legendary lost city of Atlantis. Dr. Conrad Yeats, the foremost
authority on megalithic architecture, is brought in along with his estranged father,
General Griffin Yeats, and his former lover, the linguist Serena Serghetti, to explore
this astonishing civilization hidden beneath the ice. But their investigation
uncovers something shocking that threatens the very existence of humanity and
together, they are thrust into a deadly race against the apocalypse. “Raising
Atlantis grabs hold of you from the first page and pulls you into an astonishing
world of scientific fact and fiction, suspense, and good old-fashioned adventure”
(Nelson DeMille, New York Times bestselling author). Visit the official Raising
Atlantis website at RaisingAtlantis.com to unlock lost chapters and download free
ebooks featuring Conrad Yeats and Serena Serghetti.

The Atlantis Trilogy
AN ANCIENT MANUSCRIPT HAS REMAINED CONCEALED FOR CENTURIES -- WITHIN
ITS PAGES LIES THE KEY TO THE MOST UNHOLY SECRET KNOWN TO MANKIND. A
sacred brotherhood has sworn, generation after generation, to protect this
terrifying truth from those who would use it to unleash doomsday upon mankind.
When the unthinkable happens, and the holy scroll is uncovered, the race is on to
reveal the true meaning of the cryptic language. Only one man, Dr. Thomas
Lourds, the world's foremost scholar of ancient languages, who we first met in the
bestselling novel The Atlantis Code, can safely decipher this most deadly scripture.
Lourds soon becomes the bait in the most lethal manhunt -- knowing he must
confront the true face of evil if the world is to be saved At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Revelators
Octo-Cat's nine lives are on the line when he and Angie finally discover why they're
able to speak to each other Apparently I’ve been slacking on the job as a paralegal,
even though the firm doesn’t know that I’m secretly working as the area’s premier
Pet Whisperer P.I. to solve our toughest cases behind the scenes. Now they’ve
hired an intern to “help” me manage my workload… But what the partners don’t
realize is that they’ve let a nefarious criminal into our offices. Trust me, Octo-Cat
can smell this guy’s stink from a mile away. The worst part? I’m pretty sure he can
talk to animals too… and he most definitely isn’t using his talents to solve crimes
and defend the innocent. I’ve always wondered how that zap from an old
coffeemaker landed me with supernatural abilities. Now it’s time to find out once
and for all. Otherwise I fear I may wind up losing them–and my trusty talking feline
sidekick–for good. WARNING: This book includes a touch of magic. But how else
could we have explained Angie's sudden life-changing ability to speak to animals?
If you'd prefer to skip the paranormal stuff, you can move straight ahead to book 5,
THE CAT CAPER, to continue Octo-Cat's saga.
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Meet Me in Atlantis
The second in Seth Patrick's genre-bending trilogy, Lost Souls delivers chilling
twists as a forensic detective revives the dead to exhume a world changing
conspiracy. JONAH MILLER, REVIVER. Able to wake the recently dead for testimony
that is accepted in courts worldwide, the use of revivers has become a routine part
of police investigation. Despite his troubled past, Jonah Miller is one of the best.
But while reviving the victim of a brutal murder, he encounters a terrifying
presence. Something is watching. Waiting. When long-hidden secrets are
uncovered, Jonah is forced to come to a chilling conclusion: An ancient evil is
coming - and Jonah may be all that stands in its way

The Centurion Code
In 2003, the first human genome was sequenced. But the secrets it held were
never revealed. The truth was discovered thirty years ago, almost by accident. Dr.
Paul Kraus had spent his entire career searching for what he called humanity's lost
tribes -- human ancestors who had gone extinct. When Kraus compared the DNA
samples of the lost tribes with our own, he found a pattern of changes: a code. At
the time, the technology didn't exist to unravel what it meant. To protect the
secret, Kraus hid his work and disappeared. Now the technology exists to finally
understand the mysterious code buried in the human genome, but finding the
pieces of Kraus's research is omre dangerous than anyone imagined.

The Wendy
The Atlantis Gene
Mystery and doubt is a powerful lure, and it is the unsolved mystery of Atlantis
which has captivated the imagination for a long time. In the novel 'Pillars of
Atlantis' one is swept up in a sprawling odyssey where the seeker of marvels and
adventure will find themselves within a wondrous world which lies far beyond the
memory of Man.

The New Atlantis
Recounts the legend of the lost civilization of Atlantis. Includes a note discussing
various explanations for the legend.

The Lost Civilization of Lemuria
THE BATTLE TO SAVE HUMANITY HAS BEGUN. Off the coast of Antarctica, a
research vessel discovers a mysterious structure buried deep within an iceberg.
Entombed for thousands of years, it can't possibly be man-made. But a secretive
and ruthless cabal think they know what it is and what it means. The Immari have
spent millennia preparing for the return of humanity's ancient enemy. Faced with
an extinction-level threat, they believe mankind's only chance of survival will mean
sacrificing 99.9% of the planet's population. It's a price the Immari are prepared to
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pay. Geneticist Kate Warner and intelligence agent David Vale may have a chance
to avert the looming catastrophe, but only if they can decode the secrets of the
Atlantis Gene and unlock the truth about humanity's origins.
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